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ISEE-c HKH High Energy Cosmic Rays 
·. t . 

D. E. Greiner, F. S. Bieser, and H. H. Heckman 
Lawrence Berkeley Lal:xJrato:ry and Space Sciences Latoratory 

Berkeley, California 94 720 

Scientific Aspects 

The motivation of this experiment is to understand the origin of the flux 

of high energy oosmic rays. The oontribution · this experiment will make is a 

cx:Jtq?rehensive measurement o~ the isotopic abundances eH to 6 ~i) of the cosmic 

ray flux near earth. To den:onstrate the relevance of such an isotopic rreasure-

trent we will trace, in a highly qualitative fashion, the flux fran the source to 

the observation point near earth. 

SOURCE: If the abundances and energy spectra of all isotopes produced in 

the source were kriown, then we oould try various source rrodels and see if we could 

identify a unique source or set of sources. There are nucleosynthesis rrodels1 

which predict the source isotopic abundances which have relatively few free para-

meters. Thus··a knowledge of as many as possible of the isotopic fluxes fran the 

source can be used tri pick between source models. In this respect the Fe group 

elanents are particularly. sensitive indicators. 2 

We:_-_oon5idet the source flux to be oonceptually represented by a matrix - -· . 

sA, z (E, t) , whose elements are labeled by A and z , each elenent oontaining the 

energy and time dependence of its labeled isotope. Actually, the ti.rre dependence 

here is assumed ·to be quite small as we observe the integral of the flux over many 
' 

sources and times. We will now follow this flux toward earth and see in a 

qualitative fashion how it is modified by the processes which take place. 

ACCELERATION: The oosmic rays must be accelerated to relativistic energies • 

This acceleration can take place during creation or after an appreciable delay. 3 

Whatever process is responsible for the acceleration, we know the E dependet:lce 

of the SA z will change. There are other effects which change the magnitude of the 
I , 

sA, Z even to the extent of removal of cert.ain isotopes. As an exanple, oonsider 

the isotopes produced in the source which decay solely via electron capture. They 
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are stable once they are striwed and at high velocity; ~ver, they will decay 

during a delay be~ fonnation arrl acceleration. Such isotopes are called 

"source clocks" and are sensitive to· the density of material near the source and 

in the interstellar region, e.g. 5 ~i (6.1 D), 55Fe (7.6 Y), 53Mn (2 MY), 4 '"ri 

(47 Y). The point is that, after acceleration, the relative abtmdances have 

changed. Knc:Mledge of the electron capture and loss cross sections, time of delay, 

and the electron density along the path are needed to determine the changes in 

relative abundance. If~ represent the acceleration phase by a syml::olic operator, 

A which does the proper mixing a."ld energy changes to our source flux, then the 
i 

new canposition after acceleration is ASA,Z (E,t). 

ProPAGATION: Once up to relativistic velocities, the cosmic rays spend on 

the average as long a 16 million years 4 rro~ing through the interstellar mediUm. 

During this flight the flux is altered by fragrrentation. This is a major alter-

ation to the relative abundances. In order to predict the effect of the propa-

gation phase, one uses a Irodel of propagation which will typically contain 

parameters such as the average time of travel and the density of the interstellar 

J:tedium. The rrost important -ingredients of the rrodel are the relative fragnentation 

cross sections. In general terms, the propagation can oo represented by an 

operator P which uses the model and cross sections to predict how the cosmic rays 

break up and thus enhance lower A fluxes. Long-lived isotopes such as 10Be (1.6 MY) 1 

26Al (.88 MY), 36Cl (.31 MY) are called "secondary clocks. Their production and 

loss in the propagation process make their abtmdance quite sensitive to the time 

of travel. We are now approaching the solar system and have a flux PASA,Z" 

MJOOIATION: As the cosmic rays approach the solar system "We expect their 

rigidities to be altered by interaction with the solar fields arrl wind. Indeed, 

the flux does vary in time and is correlated to the solar cycle. However, the 

spatial extent of this variation is still unknown. Hopefully 1 missions traveling 
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to large distances fran th3 stm (MJS) or high solar latitudes (OOE) will provide 
I 

conclusive results regarding solar m:xlulations of cosnic rays. 

The mixing of isotopes may be low in the nodulation process is we integrate 
. 

over the entire energy spectrum of each isotope. The uncertainty c::x::>rres fran the 

fact that sare, perhaps appreciable, aroc>unt of flux fails to penetrate the solar 

systen to the observation point. Representing the rrodulation by the operator M, 

we now have the observable flux: 

Discussion 

What we see is what we get after a major alteration of the source flux. 

The 1 ' to F and 1 f S = A-1P-1M- 1 FA z• rn.... invert this goa ~s measure A,Z so ve or A,Z . , ~v 

equation, reliably, a detailed knowledge of FA, z is essential. The effects of 

M, P, and A are quite model dependent. Given a choise of models and measured FA,Z 

one must detennine the rrost consistent set of Irodels and parameters in order to 

arrive at sA, z. 

The rrore measured parameters one has to over-detennine the problem the better 

the chances are of finding an unambiguous solution. 5 A catprehensive measurement 

of the cosmic ray isotcpe abundances oVer a wide range of elements is a najor 

contribution to the atterrpt to understand the origins of the cosmic rays. The 

description of an instrument designed to perfonn these measurements follows . 

Flight Hardware 

OVERVIEW: Isotopic identification of cosmic rays that cx:>l1'e to rest in a 

stack of silicon detectors can be accomplished through a careful analysis of the 

energy loss in each of the detectors. 6 
Our ten-elerrent "telescope" shown in 

Figure 1 also includes three x-y pairs of prcportional drift chambers to provide 
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t~ajectory infonnation and a plastic scintillator surrounding the detector stack. 

The en~gy-averaged gearetrical factor is 12. 9 an 2 str. 

For each event, the signals from all Si (Li) detectors are pulse-height 

analyzed; the drift times (and, hence, the location) in all six chambers are 

digitized. This data, together with various h::msekeeping infonnation, is tele

:rretered to ground stations for recording and subsequent canputer analysis at LBL. 

SENSORS: The lithium-drifted silicon detectors used in this telescope are 

SC>ITe of the lru:gest, rrost uniform ever produced. They ~e fabricated at LBL 

from 5 rrm thick~ two-inch· diameter wafers of silicon fran Topsil (Denmark). 

Special lapping, planer etching, and re-lithiating techiriques ~e developed to 

produce detectors having an active area of 15 an 2 with a thickness unifonni ty better 

than ±10 microns, and essentially zero dead layer (> 4.5 Mev fran HIAm alphas 

through the "dead layer" side). 7 Thickness unifonnity was verified by scanning 

both surfaces with a digitized microscope. Unifonni ty of response to penetrating 

heavy ions was verified by mapping pulse-height versus position using a 480 ~v/A 

Argon beam fran the Bevalac. 

To correct for the increase in apparent detector thickness for cosmic rays 

entering the telescope at wide angles, an array of position sensitive detectors 

is used to :treasure the angle of incidence. Single wire proportional drift chambers 

~e selected for use since they are inherently rrore rugged than mul.tiwire chambers, 

less rnassi ve than hodoscopes of solid state or plastic detectors, and lend them

selves to a conven~nt solution to the problem of delta-ray production by 

relativistic heavy ions. 8 

Figure 2 soows oow 8 lJffi Kapton film was bonded to epoxy-glass franes arrl 

folded to form each single axis drift space. Maximum drift lengths for the three 

x-y pairs are 15, 12, and 10 an. The field-forming electrodes are 1 nrn gold 

strips etched in a staggered pattern on both sides of the Kapton. A thick-film 
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r~sistive divider network establishes a unifonn -drift gradient (on roth sides 

of the. Kapton) of 300 v /em. . The double-sided staggered pattern makes each 

chamber surface electrostatically opaque, allowing all six ch.aml::ers to be installed 

in one housing and thereby· sharing a canron gas volurre. An 80 cc x 500 PSI 

reservoir tank and two~stage pulsed "regulator system provide gas replenishrrent 

(not flow through) to CX"ll'pensate for leaks in the electrical feedthroughs and 

window (rring seals. Lifetime at the rooasured leak rate. is 6 years. 

EVENT ENOODING: Assuming the system is not already busy, an event is 

enooded whenever a particle penetrates the drift chambers and at least the first 

two· silicx:m detectors. As discussed in a later section, the particular detectors 

and chainl:ers used for this trigger logic are all selectable by ground ccmnand. The 

drift chamber time to digital converters are started by the fast ooincidence of 

the silioon detectors. . The ten pulse-height analyzers regin after the chambers 

cx::rrplete the ooincidence trigger logic (The PHA' s are dual-gain 4096 channel 

Systems oovering 0 to 500 Mev with a resolution of 125 kev and 500 Mev to 10 Bev 

.fu 2 Mev steps.). Flag bits are latched to indicate the presence of signals from 

the plastic scintillator and the "stop" detector {ccmnand selectable-usually #10). 

A 24 bit ~-of-event register, 7 bit live timer, 12 bit scaler, and cx:mnand

status-verification bits are added to the 10 thirteen-bit.PHA \\Ords and 6 nine-bit 

TOC \\Ords to fonn a 256 bit page for each encoded event. 

EVENT c:LASSIFICATION--BUFFER MEM)RY: Since the rrost. interesting events 

(Z > 2 that. stop in the stack) are outnumbered by protons, a-Iphas, and high-energy 

particles that exit the telescope, we make retter use of our severely limited 

telemetry rate (30 bps) by classifying each event and applying a priority scheme 

to enhance the number of "stopping heavy ion" events telemetered while maintaining 

a sanpling of all other types for flux nonnalization. 

Type 1 events (highest prioi;ity) are characterized by the absence of signals 
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in the plastic scintillator and the "stop" detector, and a pulse height ~ 120 

Mev (conmand adjustable) in at least one of the silicon detectors. Space permit

ting, these events are loaded directly into a 16 event deep buffer rrerrory for 

transmission by the spacecraft telenetry system. If this buffer is full, the "type 

one scaler" is incremented by one and the last event is over-written with the :rrore 

recent one. In this way, nearly all the isotopically identifiable cosmic rays 

within our gearetry factor can be telanetered. 

Type 2 events include protons and alphas that stop in the telescope. Type 3 

events are hea~ ions that exit the telescope, but do not hit the plastic scintil

lator. The signature of a type 3 event is a pulse height > 27 Mev (cx::mnand 

adjustable) in the trigger detectors and a signal in the "stop" detector. Type 4 

events are low Z (1, 2) particles that exit ~e telescope (no scintillator) while 

type 5 events are heavy ions that include a signal from the plastic scintillator 

(to sample the interactions in the silicon) • 

Single event nenory buffers are available for each of the last four event 

types. If and when the type 1 buffer becanes errpty 1 one of these four lower 

priority events is shifted into it to maintain a non-empty condition. A sequencer 

provides an even mixture of event types thus shifted. As with the type 1 events, 

old events not yet telemetered are overwritten with ~re recent ones (of the same 

type) and the appropriate scaler is incremented (until it gets read out and reset). 

Transmission of any event type, including the high priority type 1' s 1 can be 

suppressed by ground cx::mnand. 

REDUNDANCY AND CCI-1MANDABILITY: The inherent redundancy of a multi -element 

detector telescope is preserved by providing a separate PHA system for each detector. 

By isolating the bias supply to each detector 1 and providing for ground cc:mnand 

selection of the triggering elerrents, the experiirent can survive the loss of several 

detectors. Similarly 1 only four of the six drift chambers are necessary to 

detennine the trajectory of incident cosmic rays. . Sources of a single point failure 

• 
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are fur~r reduced by having redurrlant digital subsystems. They contain the 

PHA rontrol circuitry, event classification logic, rrerrory hlffers, and <:X:I'!m:Url 

logic. Since IrOst of the outputs are from (M)S circuits and only one system is 

~red on at any given tima (ground selectable) many of the redtmdancy connections 

can s:ircply re wire or-ed • 

PACKAGING: The pre-anps, discriminators, cind dUal :..:range PHA for each 

detector are built on multilayer circuit Pc>ards using hybricl op-arrps (built by 

western Aerospace Labs) ,RCA (M)S I. C. Is and discrete cx::roponents selected fran the 

NASA .GSFC Preferred Parts List. The six drift chambers have similar l::oards for 

amplification, discrimination, and ti.ne digitization~ The photanultiplier tul:e 

discriminators and gas system electronics CCITprise the 17th analog l::oard. Each .. 
of the ~ redtmdant digital systems contains 280 CMJS flat-packs solderErl to an 

11-layer printed circuit l::oard treasuring 10" x 10". Reynolds miniature HV connectors 

are used extensively to facilitate assembly and removal of detectors, subsystems, 

~ supplies, etc. The instrmnent weighs 8. 4 kg and requires 6. 2 watts of power. 

This work was done with Slipport f:rorn tl:le U. S. Departm:!nt of. Energy and 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration • 

,, 
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Figure Captions 

1. HKH particle identifier sensor array. The identifier consists of 10 lithium 

drifted silicon solid state detectors ( • 5 mn thick, 1500 nm2 area) preceded 

1:¥ three x-y pairs of prq:>ortional drift chambers. The silicon stack is 

surrounded by a plastic scintillator. 

2. Drift chamber construction. Fie!ld-fonning electrodes etched on 8JJm Kapton 

film fo:r:rn a single axis drift space. Also shown is the thick-fi1m resistive 

divider neb.ork w11.ich establishes the unifonn drift gradient of 300 v/an. 

Six of these chambers oriented as x-y pairs form the trajectory locating 

sensors. 
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